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Ultimate Ears Pro and Capitol Studios
Develop Custom In-Ear Monitor Tuned for Hi-Res Audio
Experience Sound Nuances of Hi-Res Recordings with UE Pro Reference Remastered
IRVINE, Calif. — Nov. 19, 2015 — For more than 20 years, Ultimate Ears Pro (UE Pro) has
set the standard for custom-fitted listening devices. Continuing this legacy of pioneering
innovation, Ultimate Ears Pro announced today its latest custom in-ear monitor, the UE Pro
Reference Remastered, an in-ear monitor tuned for high-resolution audio. This marks Ultimate
Ears Pro’s second collaboration with Capitol Studios, the legendary recording facility in
Hollywood’s landmark Capitol Tower. As a part of its commitment to fidelity, Capitol Studios is
at the vanguard of hi-res audio recordings.

Embracing the legacy set by the original UE Pro Reference Monitor, Ultimate Ears Pro and
Capitol Studios engineers once again worked together to create the UE Pro Reference
Remastered. This new custom in-ear monitor lets you experience the nuances and details of
hi-res recordings, whether you’re in the studio, at home or on the road.
“We’re excited to renew our collaboration with Capitol Studios to pioneer the expansion of hires audio with the UE Pro Reference Remastered,” said Philippe Depallens, vice president and
general manager of Ultimate Ears Pro. “With the emergence of hi-res audio, we are pleased to
bring a product to sound engineers and audiophiles that takes full advantage of this new
recording format.”
Through UE Pro’s proprietary True Tone Drivers, which extend the frequency range, and
deliver a flat response to 18KHz, you can now hear the harmonic structures and overtones that
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are usually missing from most headphones. As a result, the notes from hi-res audio recordings
can be heard just the way it was captured in the studio.
“Our goal at Capitol Studios is to capture the artists’ performances with absolute faithfulness to

their creative intent, and that means capturing their sound to the highest fidelity possible,” said
Barak Moffitt, head of global strategic operations at Universal Music Group, who oversees
Capitol Studios. “Until recently, it was a challenge to deliver music to the fan in a way that’s
completely faithful to the original studio recordings, but hi-res audio has changed that. New
technologies are emerging that can help bring studio-quality sound faithfully to the fan. We’re
thrilled to work with Ultimate Ears Pro to deliver that kind of fidelity directly to the listener.”

The UE Pro Reference Remastered features an internal mechanical structure that makes sure
frequencies are faithfully presented. And, with the natural ambient sound occlusion of custom
in-ear monitors, using the UE Pro Reference Remastered is similar to the experience of
working in an acoustically controlled studio. The UE Pro Reference Remastered provides 26
decibel attenuation of environment noise. The monitors offer portability with the ability to be
plugged into any audio interface with the 1/8” headphone jack or included 1/4” adaptor.

Pricing and Availability
The UE Pro Reference Remastered is expected to be available in December 2015 through
Ultimate Ears Pro and authorized dealers, for a suggested retail price of $999. For more
information, please visit pro.ultimateears.com.

About Ultimate Ears Pro
Ultimate Ears Pro, a brand of Logitech, revolutionized the way artists perform music on stage
with the creation of its custom fit professional earphones in 1995. Today, more touring artists
use Ultimate Ears Pro products than any other brand. For more information, please visit
pro.ultimateears.com.

About Capitol Studios
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Since its completion in 1956, Capitol Studios has been a staple of the recording industry.
Iconic artists like Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole and The Beach Boys first gave life to its room
and to this day, major icons of popular music including Beck, Katy Perry, Sam Smith, Mary J.
Blige, One Republic, Dwight Yoakum and Neil Young continue in its wake. For over half a
century, Capitol Studios has been renowned for their commitment to sonic integrity and for
cultivating an environment of creativity and energy where the history within the walls of the
famous Hollywood landmark is brought to life every day. For more information, please visit
CapitolStudios.com.
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